2011 bmw 525i

Coronavirus update: New contactless services to help keep you safe. I typically don't write
negative reviews but feel compelled to write one in this instance. I called the dealer and asked
about the Mercedes-Benz E-Class they had for sale. The sales guy said the vehicle is no longer
available but he had another for me - an Audi! If I wanted an Audi, I would have called for an
Audi. This is the typical switch-and-bait tactic unscrupulous dealers use. Great customer
service, open and honest about his vehicles, great selection of vehicles and great location.
Definite recommendation. My experience was great,Jonathan was down to earth, patient and
professional. I highly recommend them. Terrible follow-up. They sold the vehicle I was
interested in and requested a service check for an engine light. Poor customer service and
advocacy. The salesperson took the vehicle for a service and called back two days later to say
the car was sold. No follow up for days. Alex was on top of my request. I felt appreciated and
valued as a customer. Thank you!!! James contacted me right away. From all the dealers I
contacted they were the only ones who personally responded, instead of an automatic
response!! Appreciate Elite Motor Group! A very pleasant experience, they were cordial and
nice and very accommodating. I would recommend them to anyone! Yes I purchased the car.
Had the car Out front and ready for me to test drive when I arrived. Offer a nice cold water. Not
pushy very nice. Would go there again if I need another car. We almost purchased a vehicle
here but decided on a new one from the dealership. What an amazing experience. They really
took care of me since the minute I even inquired about this car. Good deal and great vibes. I
would definitely recommend this dealership. They made sure everything was perfect during the
whole process. I was a bit worried at the beginning. All my questions were answered one by one
and i have been driving around without a problem. They'd be the first place again if i ever need a
car. They backed out of the sale bc of supposed finance charges from lender. Also requested I
go to their website and enter my personal info Unfortunately I did but it seemed bogus un
hindsight. Wonderful experience at Galaxy Auto Sales. Bobby and his team were helpful
courteous answered all our questions Will recommend this business to family and friends.
Thanks for your time and effort very much appreciated. We contacted the seller, and we were
able to set up a test drive that was convenient. We'll help you find great deals among the
millions of vehicles available nationwide on CarGurus, and we'll provide you with dealer reviews
and vehicle history for each one. After all, over 30 million shoppers use CarGurus to find great
deals on used cars and new cars in their area. And when it's time to get rid of your old ride, sell
your car simply and securely on CarGurus. Once you're ready to narrow down your search
results, go ahead and filter by price, mileage, transmission, trim, days on lot, drivetrain, color,
engine, options, and deal ratings. And if you only want to see cars with a single owner, recent
price drops, photos, or available financing , our filters can help with that too. All Years to All
Years. Radius 10 mi 25 mi 50 mi 75 mi mi mi mi mi Nationwide. Best deals first. CarGurus User.
Request Information. The 5 Series BMW is by far the best all around value in this segment. I
especially liked the i since it is the only year for the 5 series to have the inline 6 N52N and an 8
speed ZF transmission. This combination is awesome highway gas mileage d Read more.
Smooth, good looking, quiet, plenty of power and handles well in the Sport setting. The Lexus
GS had a front end design that I could not live with. The Mercedes E was expensive. Not much
out there with the blend of features that a Mi, or M5 has. I would consider the Audi equivalent, or
maybe a Japanese equivalent. Not a big fan of Mercedes either. Definitely not anything
American made. BMW is a bit pricey, so I might have to back up a couple years to get in in my
budget. Why Use CarGurus? Possessing an enviable combination of performance, comfort and
technology, the BMW 5 Series is a top choice in the midsize luxury sport sedan segment. Few
models have sustained such a high level of excellence as the BMW 5 Series. Over the course of
five generations, the 5 has consistently been one of the best automobiles you could buy, period.
Now it's time for generation six to take its place in the automotive world in the form of the BMW
5 Series. This new 5 certainly has a tough act to follow, however, particularly in regards to
styling. The last generation represented a radical change to the 5 Series' previous evolutionary
look, sporting curves and flourishes that attracted some buyers but repulsed others. For better
or worse, the 5 Series returns to a more conservative appearance, one that shows a stronger
family resemblance to other BMW sedans. Though it may lack its predecessor's visual
extravagance, the new 5 remains a very attractive sedan the wagon has been discontinued for
the United States. It's also been given a full shot of adrenaline. The base i's 3. The i's
turbocharged 3. The prize for the biggest punch goes to the i; this year it gets the same hp 4.
BMW has also introduced a new eight-speed automatic transmission that boosts fuel economy
and acceleration compared to last year's six-speed auto. Notably, a manual transmission is still
available on all models. As the i is about pounds heavier than last year's model, the extra power
will certainly be put to use. Part of that weight gain is due to the car's increased size, as it's now
both longer and wider. Mechanically, it has a lot in common with the 7 Series and features the

7's new multilink front suspension and a new electric-assist steering rack. New feature
highlights include the latest and greatly improved iDrive system, an automated parallel parking
system, a head-up display, top-view and sideview cameras and a blind-spot monitoring system.
Taken as a whole, a lot of good things have happened for the latest 5 Series. If there's a
downside, it's likely that the larger size has moved the 5 off of its previous Goldilocks slot of
being the "just right" choice between the smaller 3 Series and bigger 7. On tight roads
especially, the car's larger size and 2-ton curb weight can seem a bit too much for a midsize
sedan. This aside, however, the latest 5 is utterly brilliant. The BMW 5 Series sedan is offered
with three available engines that correspond to three trim levels: i, i and i. The i and i are also
offered as "xDrive" all-wheel-drive variants. The i comes standard with inch wheels,
rain-sensing wipers, a sunroof and power and heated side mirrors. On the inside you'll find
leatherette upholstery, eight-way power front seats, driver memory functions, dual-zone
automatic climate control, a power tilt-and-telescoping steering wheel, the iDrive control
interface, Bluetooth, BMW Assist emergency telematics and a speaker CD audio system with HD
radio. The i is equipped in a similar fashion but includes inch wheels and adaptive xenon
headlights. The i adds leather upholstery, upgraded front seats, parking sensors, auto-dimming
mirrors, interior ambience lighting and a hard-drive-based navigation system with voice
controls and real-time traffic. These features are optional on the i and i. Opting for the Dynamic
Handling package equips the 5 Series with an adaptive suspension. Required for this package is
the Sport package, which includes inch wheels, performance tires, special exterior trim and the
way multicontour front seats. The entry-level i comes with a 3. Going with the i gets you a
turbocharged variant of that engine that cranks out hp and lb-ft of torque. The i has a
turbocharged 4. Rear-wheel drive is standard, with xDrive all-wheel drive being optional on the i
and i. Power is directed through either a standard six-speed manual transmission or an optional
eight-speed automatic with manual-shift control. The i, i xDrive and i xDrive only come with the
automatic. A sport version of the automatic it can make quicker shifts and comes with shift
paddles on the steering wheel is also optional. In Edmunds testing, a i with the automatic
accelerated from zero to 60 mph in 5. EPA-estimated fuel economy is above average for the
class. All-wheel-drive versions of the i and i drop by about 1 mpg across the board. Standard
safety equipment for the BMW 5 Series includes stability and traction control, antilock disc
brakes, front-seat side airbags, side curtain airbags, active front head restraints and the BMW
Assist emergency communications system. The stability control system integrates several
features designed to improve braking performance, such as periodically wiping the brake rotors
dry in wet conditions and automatically snugging the brake pads to the rotors when the driver
abruptly lifts off the throttle. When equipped with active cruise control, the 5 Series also comes
with a pre-collision system that can warn the driver of the possibility of rear-ending a vehicle
ahead. If a collision is imminent, it can also automatically apply the brakes. The available
lane-departure warning system alerts the driver via vibrations in the steering wheel if the car
starts to veer out of its lane; the same sensation is felt for the available blind-spot monitor,
which also utilizes side-mirror indicators when other vehicles move into the BMW's blind spots.
A night-vision system is capable of displaying possible hazards that are otherwise out of
regular headlight range. In the government's new and more stringent crash tests, the BMW 5
Series earned a top five-star rating for overall performance, with four out of five stars being
given for front-impact protection and five stars for side-impact protection. In Insurance Institute
for Highway Safety testing, the 5 Series earned a top rating of "Good" in both frontal-offset and
side-impact crash tests. It wasn't too long ago that the high-performance M5 was throwing down
hp. Now you get that plus a lot more torque out of the latest i, which accelerates as quickly as a
V8 sport coupe but without the pretentious bombast. Choosing the hp i or even the less potent i
is hardly like sitting in the cheap seats; most people will be more than satisfied with their power
and fuel economy. With any engine choice, the new eight-speed automatic works exceptionally
well, even when multi-gear downshifts are performed. We're happy that BMW continues to offer
a manual transmission, though this choice is obviously meant for driving enthusiasts only. If
equipped with the optional adaptive suspension and active steering, the BMW 5 Series does an
excellent job of providing both a comfortable ride and capable handling. The steering feel isn't
as lively as what you'll get out of, say, a 3 Series, but the new electric-assist rack is still precise.
On a curving road, the 5 is confidence-inspiring and unflappable. However, when the road
tightens up, the car's larger size and 2-ton curb weight can make it seem a bit bulky, especially
if you're driving a 5 without the adaptive suspension and steering. Both drivers and passengers
will be quite pleased with the 5 Series' cabin. There's nothing particularly fancy going on, but
the overall look of the dash is clean thanks to the standard iDrive interface that eliminates the
need for a gaggle of buttons. The layout is quite similar to that of the 7 Series, with a center
display screen and a configurable display in the gauge cluster. The iDrive controller, thanks to

the new physical buttons and menu structure, is pretty easy to figure out and provides a large
amount of customization of the car's features. Opting for the navigation system is
recommended, as its screen is larger and much better looking than the standard center display.
The front seats are quite comfortable, with the optional multicontour seats in particular
providing an impressive amount of adjustability. In back, there's enough room for a pair of
6-foot adults to be comfortable, and the backseat is nicely contoured and padded. The trunk, at
14 cubic feet of luggage capacity, is smaller than average for this segment. Popular searches.
My notifications My Account. More about the 5 Series. View Photos. Smaller trunk than rivals
feels a bit bulky on tight roads. Vehicle overview. The BMW 5 Series has been completely
redesigned. Highlights include less adventurous styling than in years past, more powerful
engines and new technology features. The wagon model has been discontinued. All-wheel drive
is not available currently but will return later in the model year. Read more. Sign Up. Reliability
indicates how models have performed in the past, providing the basis for predicting how the
vehicles will hold up in the year ahead. These charts provide the most comprehensive reliability
information available to consumers. Based on information received from our latest subscriber
survey, our reliability history charts give you a rundown on how used vehicles are holding up in
17 potential trouble spots, ranging from the engine, transmission, and brakes to power
equipment and the electrical system. Learn more about car Reliability. The owner comments
describe problems respondents experienced with this vehicle. Alternator, starter, hybrid battery
and related systems, regular battery, battery cables, engine harness, coil, ignition switch,
electronic ignition, distributor or rotor failure, spark plugs and wires failure. Also, sunroof may
have failed according to one dealer". This has resulted in alerts for malfunctions of Daytime
driving lights and for turn signal. Modules had to be replaced. Apparently this is not a common
problem because they had to send to Germany for the part. It now heats perfectly but they had
to keep the car for a week. Expensive to fix. However, when I check the pressure, it is always
normal. The dealer has not been able to find any issues wiht th". Sun roof faulty". Warning that
seat needs recalibration will not go off". Cruise control, clock, warning lights, body control
module, keyless entry, wiper motor or washer, tire pressure monitor, interior or exterior lights,
horn, gauges, 12V power plug, remote engine start, alarm or security system. Replaced through
service bulletin". They have since issued a service bulletin, and replaced the battery with a
larger capacity". Dealer said to replace battery. Found others with same problem that only show
ups in cold weather. Did not replace battery". I was told by my independent mechanic to expect
more failures". Engine noise was difference and acceleration wasn't enough. Took it to the
dealer and was diagnosed with coil problem. Replaced them". When replaced, car drivability
was markedly improved over how it was since I purchased the car. Dealer when told did
nothing. Then car barely moved. BMW should have replaced these on warranty. Car drove much
better than when new after coil replacement". Subsequent to the change the engine shut off at a
traffic signal. Technicians found more wire harness issues. We have learned to live with it. This
has been happening since I purchased the car with 32, miles on it. A few months later the light
came on again showing the same problem. As much as it bothers me to have the check engine
light I was not in a hurry to pay the dealer again for unsticking a valve. A few months later my
check engine light went our problem cleared. Since then the same problem has appeared and
disappeared over and over again. I will worry about a permanent solution when it comes time to
get an emissions inspection and my check engine light is on. So far, I have avoided that
happening. I have not experienced any operating problem with the pump". Pump has been
ordered". Both fuel pumps failed, as did the electronic fuel pump module that controls them.
One fuel pump was covered by a "secret recall"; the other was not". Problem is only partially
solved. Accessory belts and pulleys, engine computer, engine mounts, engine knock or ping, oil
leaks. Started approx. Problem on start up and inefficient running". BMW initiated care package,
"recall", to fix in V8 models". The estimates for these repairs are very expensive. The car is a
delight to drive and very comfortable to ride in. The dealer indicated that this model year is a
problem regarding the multi oil leaks because of the turbo charged engine and the internal
pressures that is caused as a result of it. Repairs totalled approx. Took it in for servicing and
was advised that it was the flap on the fan blower. This is the second blower motor I've had to
replace in this car. The first was covered under warranty. Engine rebuild or replacement,
cylinder head, head gasket, turbo or supercharger, timing chain or timing belt. All ignition
components have been replaced. I will not idle correctly. This engine requires top tier fuel, we
are trying t". Was happening every miles BMW rebuilt the motor, through a factory approval".
Very dangerous and foul smelling fumes. BMW has a class action lawsuit settlement for this
problem and they rebuilt the engine. Dealer could not get to bottom of the problem and ended
up replacing the engine and turbo charger". Bluetooth , voice control commands, steering
wheel controls, portable music device interface e. Camera replaced. Optical Wiring needed to be

replaced by dealer". In bright daylight it becomes almost useless". System itself is cumbersome
to use. Not the most accurate system". Radio always on". After a day or two of use, all the
presets are lost. Only clear solution is to replace the entire radio unit, which is extremely
expensive. Also, at times the radio function reverts to a simplified German language screen,
with limited functionality. It is still usable, but without being able to see the artist or song played
and without being able to save the preset. Randomly, the German mode goes away. Seems that
when the car is sitting in hot weather, it will go into this German language mode. Shocks or
struts, ball joints, tie rods, wheel bearings, alignment, steering linkage includes rack and pinion
, power steering pumps and hoses, leaks , wheel balance, springs or torsion bars, bushings,
electronic or air suspension. Diagnosed springs and struts needed replacement. Told probably
due to a pot hole. However, I do not recall hitting any major road defects. All mechanical issues
are fine. Dealer is not free with information". Have to replace tires frequently and they cause
road noise". Radiator, cooling fan, antifreeze leaks, water pump, thermostat, overheating. After
cooling down, the car was drivable and I was ultimately able to get home by keeping my speed
down below Repair was costly. Had water pump issues with an '07 and this '11 5 Series". Was
replaced under warranty, known issue". This necessitated replacement of front axles. Brought
to dealer, quoted outrageous price to replace boot, and was recommended other service that
was not needed. Ower complicated electrical system. We indicated that we probobly buy
another BMW but only with extended warrianty". Power or manual windows, locks and latches,
tailgate, hatch or trunk, doors or sliding doors, mirrors, seat controls, safety belts, sunroof,
convertible top. Neither dealer nor the independent shop would address even when the door
would not close because of expense of repair and risk of not finding cause.. Finally independent
took door apart and found corrosion. The lock had been redesigned to cover the lock to prevent
water from leaking in". Dealer replaced the windshield and the mirror". You have to push the
unlock button on the dashboard". You had to push the master door-unlock button to unlock the
doors first. These were separate, similar events for both front doors. The door actuators had to
be replaced. Antilock system ABS , parking brake, master cylinder, calipers, rotors, pulsation or
vibration, squeaking, brake failure or wear. Did not get any warning from system that there was
a problem". By the time I got back to my home and brought the car to a BMW dealer one rear
brake was metal on metal and the other rear brake was almost there. The onboard car status
system showed all brakes as "ok"". They should be illegal to put on any car". Right front rotor
slightly warped. Transmission rebuild or replacement, torque converter, clutch replacement.
Drove it 6 yrs like that, no performance problems. At 6 yrs, had BMW evaluate the noise Still
works perfectly, just no noise now, so at now almost 7 yrs old, it drives like a new car. Paint
fading, chalking, cracking, or peeling , loose interior and exterior trim or moldings, rust. The
paint on some icons on buttons is fading. Gear selector or linkage, leaks, transmission
computer, transmission sensor or solenoid, clutch adjustment, rough shifting, slipping
transmission. Apparently a common problem with this model. Your Survey is missing covering
some important items Replaced turbo pressure converter". Muffler, pipes, catalytic converter,
exhaust manifold, leaks. Totally unintuitive. The navigation is the worst and most difficult one I
have seen on a car and I have had several different ones". Reactivate now to get the information
you were looking for! If you feel you have received this message in error, please view our
customer care FAQs or access your account information here. Sign In. Become a Member.
Remember Me. Not a member? Need further assistance? Please call Member Services at Unlock
Ratings. New Used There's a reason so many people aspire to own a BMW 5 Series, and this car
won't disappoint. Handling is taut and agile, though the sedan has evolved to focus on luxury
and refinement rather than overtly sporty driving. Its steering has lost some of the feel we've
come to associate with previous 5 Series. The ride is comfortable and steady and the cabin is
quiet. There are 9 recalls on this vehicle. Learn More. Overall Reliability. Most Common Trouble
Spots. Common Trouble Spot. See all Potential Trouble Spots. View Recalls. Worse Better.
Overall Reliability Verdict. Engine Major. Engine Minor. Engine Cooling. Transmission Major.
Transmission Minor. Drive System. Fuel System. Electric System. Climate System. Body
Integrity. Body Hardware. Power Equipment. In-car Electronics. Show More Trouble Spots.
Show Fewer Trouble Spots. Based on information received from our latest subscriber survey for
about , vehicles, our reliability history charts give you a rundown on how through vehicles are
holding up in 17 potential trouble spots, ranging from the engine, transmission, and brakes to
power equipment and the electrical system. NA indicates that we did not receive a large enough
sample size to provide data for a specific year. An X indicates that the vehicle was not
manufactured for a specific year. What Owners Say. Also, sunroof may have failed according to
one dealer" Ron D. Warning that seat needs recalibration will not go off" P E. Battery not hybrid
or electric "It would not start below 16 degrees so through a lot of testing BMW replaced it with
a much heavier battery which has worked perfect for two years" Anonymous, BMW 5 Series i 4.

Did not replace battery" Stephen C. Car drove much better than when new after coil
replacement" Douglas L. Emission control devices includes EGR "I have a check engine light
coming on. One fuel pump was covered by a "secret recall"; the other was not" William M.
Engine computer "The turbocharger coolant pump stopped working, and after replacing it, it
was discovered that in fact, it was not the coolant pump, but the engine control unit that was at
fault and the ECU had to be replaced. This engine requires top tier fuel, we are trying t" Brian F.
Dealer could not get to bottom of the problem and ended up replacing the engine and turbo
charger" Anonymous, CA BMW 5 Series i 4. In bright daylight it becomes almost useless"
Donald A. Not the most accurate system" Donald A. Air or water leaks "rear door vapor barrier
leak causing water to saturate rear floor" Gregory P. Dealer is not free with information" Paul P.
Have to replace tires frequently and they cause road noise" Deborah M. Had water pump issues
with an '07 and this '11 5 Series" Brant H. Doors or sliding doors "Driver door latch would not
work intermittently. The lock had been redesigned to cover the lock to prevent water from
leaking in" Douglas L. You have to push the unlock button on the dashboard" Thomas M.
Calipers "Rear brake calipers stuck shut. Did not get any warning from system that there was a
problem" Jo O. They should be illegal to put on any car" Robert D. Transmission rebuild or
replacement "Mechatronic module which shifts gears failed, car would not shift into gear. Loose
exterior trim or moldings "Underbody shield had large holes" James C. Replaced turbo
pressure converter" Gregory P. The navigation is the worst and most difficult one I have seen
on a car and I have had several different ones" P E. See All Trouble Spots. Compare Models.
Similar Cars. BMW 5 Series. Buick LaCrosse. Cadillac CTS. Hyundai Genesis. Infiniti M. Lexus
ES. Lincoln MKZ. Mercedes-Benz E-Class. This score shows whether the model had more or
fewer problems overall than the average model of that year, calculated from the total number of
problems reported by subscribers in all 17 trouble spots. If the circuit board were to overheat, it
can increase the risk of a fire. Read Recall Details. The electric auxiliary water pump may fail
and cause the circuit board to overheat. What should you do:. BMW will notify owners, and
dealers will replace the electric auxiliary water pump, free of charge. Depending on the model,
there are currently limited parts available, however not all parts are available at this time.
Owners will be notified of the recall beginning June 11, , and will receive a second notification
when remedy parts become available. Note: BMW recommends that owners park their vehicle
outdoors until the recall remedy has been performed. Potential Number of Units Affected: Hide
Recall Details. An electrical short can cause the parts within the PCV valve to melt, increasing
the risk of a fire, even when the vehicle is not in use. The heater for the positive crankcase
ventilation PCV valve may short circuit. Interim letters were mailed on November 27, Owners will
receive a second notification by the end of October Owners may contact BMW customer service
at If the CV joint breaks, the vehicle may have a loss of propulsion, increasing the risk of a
crash. The rear driveshaft constant velocity CV joint on the affected vehicles may fatigue and
break. BMW will notify owners, and dealers will inspect the rear driveshaft CV joint and, based
on its production date, will replace it, free of charge. The recall began April 21, These SCUs
have an acceleration sensor that may have been incorrectly programmed and, as a result, the
SCU may not accurately determine if activation and deployment of the air bags, safety belt
pre-tensioners and head restraints is necessary in the event of a crash. The recall began on
December 16, The loose wires may cause the connector to melt, resulting in a fuel leak.
Additionally, the fuel pump may stop working, possibly causing an engine stall and increase the
risk of a crash. The affected vehicles have in-tank fuel pumps that may have insufficiently
crimped wire contacts. BMW will notify owners, and dealers will replace the fuel pump module,
free of charge. The recall began February If the bolts loosen or break the engine may have
reduced power or stall. An engine stall increases the risk of a crash. In the affected vehicles, the
bolts that secure the housing for the variable camshaft timing adjustment VANOS unit can
loosen over time and may possibly break. In addition, owners of approximately , model year
BMW vehicles equipped with inline 6 cylinder engines not covered by this recall, will receive an
extended warranty to address this condition. The recall began on September 24, Owners may
contact BMW at Show More. Check Vehicle for Unrepaired Recalls. Recall Look-up. Change
Vehicle. Ready to Shop Local Inventory? Select Another Vehicle. More From Consumer Reports.
Make a Donation Newsletters Give a Gift. You no longer have digital access to ratings and
reviews. Coronavirus update: New contactless services to help keep you safe. Straight shooter.
No nonsense. Got the car checked out before I bought it. They made it right. Will use them
again. Great experience. Was quick to respond. Friendly and helpful for my situation. Went
above and beyond. Details about vehicle was accurate. I would recommend to anyone and I
would buy from again. Great pricing. I typically don't write negative reviews but feel compelled
to write one in this instance. I called the dealer and asked about the Mercedes-Benz E-Class
they had for sale. The sales guy said the vehicle is no longer available but he had another for

me - an Audi! If I wanted an Audi, I would have called for an Audi. This is the typical
switch-and-bait tactic unscrupulous dealers use. Deal was quick and easy. Dealership held the
car for a couple of days while I got the dollars together. Would recommend to friends. Very
quick from online picture to keys in hand. Thanks a ton! Great customer service, open and
honest about his vehicles, great selection of vehicles and great location. Definite
recommendation. Everything is great I'm just waiting for the down payment money to arrive so
that I can test drive the car and make a decision. My experience was great,Jonathan was down
to earth, patient and professional. I highly recommend them. Was a very good experience,
everyone was very pleasant and helpful and am very happy with my purchase. Thank you.
Terrible follow-up. They sold the vehicle I was interested in and requested a service check for
an engine light. Poor customer service and advocacy. The salesperson took the vehicle for a
service and called back two days later to say the car was sold. No follow up for days. Dealership
immediately contacted me after my initial contact, after which I was provided a package
containing details regarding the vehicle I was considering. Although I did not purchase the
vehicle, my experience thus far has been very positive. Excellent communication. Very
transparent and honest about the car details. The car was in excellent conditions as
communicated. Highly recommend. I would recommend to any of my friends and family. I will be
back! Thank you so much!! It was very good, professional courtesy, information provided, still
interested in buying. Simply Awesome! Really nice family own business. Great customer
service, picked me up from the airport. Nothing but good things to say. Vehicle is poorly
prepared. Vehicle bumper paint unmatched with the body, each tire has different brand, seat is
tear. Have an appointment for the next day to test drive the vehicle. My sales mgr called me
immediately. We talked and he has a vehicle that matches my needs. The BMW 5 Series offers
handling and performance usually found in smaller sports car, along with comfort, quality, and
refinement usually found in larger luxury automobiles. Run-flat tires and a tricky rear seat do
little to mar the overall evaluation of the 5 Series. The middle child always seems to get ignored.
It can lead to understated elegance or even trying just a bit harder. For the sixth-generation 5
Series â€” designated the F10 â€” Chris Bangle is out, and Adrian van Hooydonk has taken the
design reins. This has resulted in an almost unanimous shout of joy and sigh of relief. More
importantly, dimensions have shifted quite a bit, with a Overall, the 5 Series has been stretched
2. The 5 Series starts with a hp, 3. The big boy of the group is the 4. While the six-speed manual
has been described by testers as the smoothest BMW offers, with none of the notchiness
experienced in other applications, the best option seems to be the eight-speed automatic with
the optional M-logic steering-wheel shift paddles and console lever. It offers the best
combination of performance, fun, and efficiency. Just as the 3 Series sets the bar for handling
in its class, the 5 Series manages to lead the pack in the midsize arena, with the i offering the
most comfortable ride of the bunch. Borrowing tech from the 7 Series, the 5 Series is offered
with Integral Active Steering, which counter-steers the rear wheels below 37 mph to improve
turning radius, and turns them in tandem with the fronts above that speed to enhance handling
prowess. BMW claims this will tighten the turning circle of the 5 Series by more than 2 feet and
reduce perceived lateral forces on the rear passengers in lane-change situations. Of course,
technological applications abound, with the fourth-generation iDrive offering a 7- or All of this,
along with the chassis and suspension setup, has been borrowed almost directly from the 7
Series, and there have been no complaints there. Noise has been controlled and muffled almost
completely, with tire noise bleeding through on some rougher roads. Overall, comfort is very
high, although the rear seats can lack some legroom when front-seat occupants are using most
of theirs. Also, the rear seats are angled enough to require passengers to almost fall into them,
and subsequently climb out. As long as the front seats are well forward, this shouldn't pose an
enormous issue. The interior can take on any number of overall feels, leaning more toward
sporty or luxury, depending on the options chosen. Borrowing significantly from the 7 Series in
both style and material, there is little to make issue of here, with quality and construction again
leading the class. While the NHTSA has yet to release its scores for the 5 Series, BMW has
made safety a priority for this redesigned model, especially after the lackluster safety scores the
previous-generation 5 Series earned. It should also be noted that over 6, 5 Series sedans have
been recalled due to a faulty fuel sensor that can register the vehicle as having more fuel than is
actually in the tank. Look for a free fix from BMW soon. All 5 Series trims come with the same
safety features, a long list that includes traction control and a limited-slip differential, antilock
four-wheel disc brakes with brake assist, an antiskid system, and six standard airbags. Run-flat
tires have been receiving negative attention since their introduction, and no one likes a recall,
but these are small issues for a car that does nearly everything right. Truly, most of the talk
amongst owners consists of debates as to which setup provides the best mixture of comfort
and handling. We'll help you find great deals among the millions of vehicles available

nationwide on CarGurus, and we'll provide you with dealer reviews and vehicle history for each
one. After all, over 30 million shoppers use CarGurus to find great deals on used cars and new
cars in their area. And when it's time to get rid of your old ride, sell your car simply and securely
on CarGurus. Once you're ready to narrow down your search results, go ahead and filter by
price, mileage, transmission, trim, days on lot, drivetrain, color, engine, options, and deal
ratings. And if you only want to see cars with a single owner, recent price drops, photos, or
available financing , our filters can help with that too. All Years to All Years. Radius 10 mi 25 mi
50 mi 75 mi mi mi mi mi Nationwide. Best deals first. CarGurus User. Why Use CarGurus? In the
BMW 5-series family, the i seems to be the sweet spot, especially compared with the
V-8â€”powered i , which is unnecessarily heavy and not much quickerâ€”not at speeds that are
allowed in the U. But the lineup includes the i, and we wondered if the 5er could remain
compelling, despite a power deficit. Like the i, the i has a 3. Even with the increase, going the
naturally aspirated route costs you 60 hp compared with the i, but the cars are otherwise
essentially identical, with the adding inch wheels the i gets 17s and adaptive xenon headlamps.
Inline-sixes are naturally creamy, and BMW seems to possess a special mastery of the breed. In
spite of its increased muscle, though, the 3. And so, with our test car weighing in at pounds, a
lot was asked of the engine. The only transmission available on the entry-level 5-series is a ZF
automatic packing eight forward ratios. The gap shrinks by 0. In the more real-world-relevant
tests of passing acceleration from 30 mph to 50 and 50 to 70, the i is slower by 0. Of course,
being less powerful than the i means the i should get better fuel economy. Our observed
mileage in the iâ€”19 mpgâ€”trails what we recorded in an automatic i by 3 mpg. Real people
should see much better fuel economy. Being otherwise identical to its more-expensive siblings
means the i shares with them a whisper-quiet interior and rich trimmings. It also shares their
smooth ride, balanced handling, and overall feel, which is more like that of the luxury-oriented
7-series than the more nimble 3-series. Like the i, the hummed around the skidpad at 0.
Unfortunately, the i shares with the rest of the 5-series its new electric power steering. Although
weighty, the setup feels artificial and provides zero feedback. Its imperturbable tracking and
smooth feel will likely endear it to more-laid-back buyers, but we consider this a frightening
departure from what has made BMW great. Fishing in the mainstream may be profitable, but it
nets the kind of buyers who painted Toyota as an unapologetic killing machine. For customers
spending real money and finding the difference harder to swallow, as well as those attracted by
its more affordable lease rates, the i is a fine and capable alternative to the i. Displacement: cu
in, cc Power: bhp rpm Torque: lb-ft rpm. New Cars. Buyer's Guide. Type keyword s to search.
Today's Top Stories. The Best Sedans of Best EVs and Hybrids of Best Pickup Trucks of Best
Minivans and Vans of Best Station Wagons of View Photos. Bavarian Cream Inline-sixes are
naturally creamy, and BMW seems to possess a special mastery of the breed. Expand Collapse.
This content is created and maintained by a third party, and imported onto this page to help
users provide their email addresses. You may be able to find more information about this and
similar content at piano. Advertisement - Continue Reading Below. More From Instrumented
Tests. A majority of all used US imports have either been in accidents, been stolen, been
flooded, salvaged and rebuilt and shipped to Europe or are subject to open recalls. For 30
years, CARFAX has been collecting data on US vehicles from thousands of sources and has
helped millions of used car shoppers reduce their risk of getting stuck with a vehicle that has
costly hidden problems. For more than 30 years, CARFAX has been helping millions of used car
shoppers make better purchase decisions and avoid expensive hidden problems. In addition,
CARFAX has helped used car dealers around the world to build trust with their customers and
sell their American cars with confidence. With more than 14 billion records, CARFAX has built
up its database with the help of its partners and sources, including government offices, law
enforcement agencies, service and repair shops, car dealerships, insurance companies and
many more. In addition to publicly available information, CARFAX has collected information
from many independent reliable sources. Thanks for the service, the price was absolutely worth.
Immediately to the Internet, paid with credit card and in 10 minutes I had the report. Vehicle
imported from California to Lithuania. For some weeks "Babs" is now with us and we have a lot
of fun with the car. Buying Used American Cars? Search by VIN. Instant Access. We offer you
unique vehicle history to help you make better purchase decisions. Trusted by millions of
users. Worldwide market leader. The most popular blog articles How to detect mileage rollback?
Mileage rollback is one of the most occurring types of fraud in the selling process of used cars.
However, there are ways to detect mileage fraud. Even though odometer fraud is difficult to
detect for the untrained eye, it is not an impossible task. Import a car from the USA. There are a
few advantages to buying a American used car. Check the Service History of a Car. How
important is the service history of a car? CARFAX takes a look at these questions and explains
the importance of the service history of a car, as well as where you can find the complete

history of service records. Make a VIN Search. Make Model Year. Price and Payment. Vehicle
History. Engine and Drivetrain. Vehicle Listing Details. We are excited to offer this BMW 5
Series. Is it possible to fall in love with a vehicle? It is when your vehicle is as prestige as the
BMW 5 Series. One of the best things about this BMW 5 Series is that it has low, low mileage.
It's ready for you to truly break it in. The 5-Series lineup of models offers athletic and surefooted
sedans that also offer a surprising level of comfort inside. Technology is also a strong point in
the 5-Series, with performance and safety standouts. We look forward to seeing you soon!
Please call us for more information. We want you to shop confidently for your next used car at
D-Patrick Honda. Our premium used vehicles are put through an extensive inspection before
hitting our lot. Because of this, we are able to offer a day warranty on all used vehicles, unless
clearly offered as-is. We also offer extended warranties, additional protection plans and offer a
free to you CarFax vehicle history report. We have a large selection of all makes and models, all
in one location. Get your next used vehicle at a community driven, locally owned dealership,
D-Patrick Honda. The 5 Series is the winner of red dot award for outstanding design. The 5
5eries is ranked 1 in J. Fuel economy calculations based on original manufacturer data for trim
engine configuration. Please confirm the accuracy of the included equipment by calling us prior
to purchase. Best of all the price you see is the price you pay. No haggling. No back and forth.
No pressure. And this price is so good it is guaranteed. Subject to certain terms and conditions.
See store for details. Some restrictions apply. Outstanding craftsmanship and artisanal
refinements abound with this BMW 5 Series i. This BMW 5 Series has such low mileage it has
been parked more than driven. Marked by excellent quality and features with unmistakable
refined leather interior that added value and class to the BMW 5 Series i. This BMW 5 Series
offers the most up-to-date navigation system available so you'll always know the most efficient
route to where you are going. This pre-owned BMW 5 Series looks like new with a clean interior
that's been well-kept. Disinfectant methods or claims should not be deemed to state or imply
these products can eliminate or prevent transmission of any virus, illness or disease. Want a
car with low miles? For you non-smokers out there, the ash tray is whistle clean because it has
been smoke free since it was new. If getting noticed is what you are after, then this car is the
perfect fit. The top of the line luxury package will completely surround you in both comfort and
class. Nothing was spared in outfitting this highly functional car. You will find every desirable
feature accounted for. The interior is in perfect condition without a spot on it anywhere. Not a
problem. For added security, an extended warranty is available. Ask a sales associate for
details. Want a new car? Have bad credit or no credit? Not a problem! What are you waiting for?
Call right now! We are only minutes away from Sterling, stop by and visit us today. Not a single
dent or scratch! Runs great and drives like new. Actual miles. Fully loaded interior. Hard-to-find
model! Well maintained. Perfect family vehicle. Perfect first car! Even with a few plus years on it,
this car looks like new. It's a 8 cylinder Space Gray Metallic car that makes road trips pleasant
again. Please call us to arrange a test drive at Matheny Motors. VA inspection passed! Drives
excellent.. You can always call or text at for quick answers to your questions.. For appointments
only: We are available until pm Monday to Saturday. Please call us prior to your visit Terms of
Sale Overview: We reserve the right to end this listing at anytime should the vehicle no longer
be available for sale and sales prices are subject to change without notice. This represents the
costs incurred with inspecting, cleaning, and adjusting vehicles. This fee also covers
preparation of all documents, as well as all costs incurred with shipping of paperwork. Different
terms may be applied which is dependent on the millage , year and make of the car. Interest
rates may vary and related to your credit and income. Please note, processing fee, DMV fees
and taxes are not included in the price.. Older more than 10 years old and certain high
maintenance luxury vehicles can not be applied for. Please, contact us prior submitting credit
application on any vehicle if you have a question. Millage : Millage on the odometer may be
higher than you see on the ads. Crown Auto Group, Inc. For current specials or to schedule a
test drive, please contact us by phone or by using the contact form. Excellent Condition.
Carbon Black Metallic exterior, i trim. We do not artificially inflate our pre-owned prices in hopes
of winning a negotiation contest with our customers! We do not play pricing games. With the
each passing day we rapidly adding countless happy customers to our business circle having
rating close to 5 FIVE stars. Prior to offer for sale, our vehicles are thoroughly inspected by the
competent experts and if needed brought into compliance as well. Our prime focus in this
essential area of life is to facilitate the customers with quality vehicles within competitive
prices. We are continuously striving to provide full technical support to customers as per their
requirement, help them to choose the appropriate vehicle which is best fit in their budget. We
are committed to provide our customers pressure free environment with honest opinion. Third
party Warranties are also offered if required by customers. We are glad to serve you anytime M
Mon. To Fri. Unit Chantilly, VA Well-known by many, the 5 Series has become a household name

in the realm of quality and prestige. It's not often you find just the vehicle you are looking for
AND with low mileage. This is your chance to take home a gently used and barely driven BMW 5
Series. Hilton Head BMW strives to provide the Ultimate sales and service experience and to
make all your automotive buying or servicing experiences the best they can be. Horsepower
calculations based on trim engine configuration. In short, you're going to enjoy your experience
here. From knowledgeable sales people to factory-trained technicians, our team works together
to ensure you get the solution that fits your needs and your lifestyle. We welcome you to visit
our dealership. Some of our used vehicles may be subject to unrepaired safety recalls. Call
Bruce Popular searches. My notifications My Account. Save Search. Enter your ZIP code to
show only relevant vehicles for sale nearby. Search radius. Home delivery available. Only show
local listings. Year s. Price and Payment Loan Price. Type Sedan 5, Station Wagon 8. Trim i 14 xi
3 i i xDrive xi 4 e 25 e iPerformance e xDrive 6 e xDrive iPerformance i 1, i xDrive 1, xi 7 d 17 d
xDrive 13 i i xDrive xi 11 d xDrive 4 i i xDrive i 4 i 56 i xDrive 48 ActiveHybrid 5 1 Mi xDrive
Engine Type Diesel 33 Gas 4, Hybrid Cylinders 4 cylinders 3, 6 cylinders 1, 8 cylinders Fuel
Economy. Electric Range 10 mi 30 mi. Electric Range. Vehicle Listing Details Listings with
recent price drops. Recently added listings. No accidents. Check Availability. New Listing. Price
Drop. Showing 1 - 18 out of 5, listings. Overall Consumer Rating. I fell in love with this car. I had
the best of the both word, A luxury car wrapped into sports package. Sadly enough, Later on I
learned of multiple issues with N63 engines. It is an engineering nightmare. N63 engine is a V8
4. Trying to save space, The design team decided to place the Turbos in the V section of a
already hot running engine. With combination of heat from engine and twin turbos They had
2 door jeep hardtop
infiniti g20 repair manual pdf
s class 1997
to install a fan to cool things down. They came to the realization of Fan working over time and
the hot engine is very thirsty for oil. So most owners have to add a quart of oil anywhere from to
miles. BMW came back with recommendation of changing the oil every mile instead of And to
add insult to the injury they also recommend replacing the battery with every oil change.
Although the pressure was high on BMW they still refuse to do a recall to resolve the issue.
There is a class action lawsuit which sadly is ready to be settled. As always the attorneys get
the multi million dollar settlement and consumer gets the shaft. According to what I have read
so far, BMW will reimburse owners for the cost of additional oil consumption and a battery
replacement. So you can be the proud owner of a newer piece of CRAP. So if you are
considering purchasing a 5 series BMW, Make sure you do your homework. So stay away from
this engine or any other BMW with Turbo engine. Read more. Read less. Sign Up.

